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The Nike TOC is one of the largest girls grassroots events in the country with 54 courts in the McCormick convention 
center in Chicago, Illinois. Several of Indiana’s club teams were in attendance including Always 100, Flight, Gym Rats, 
Hoosier Premier, Get Shook, MBA Select, NWI Thunder, Arena Heat and Indy Shock. Following are 12 prospects that 
shined during our viewing of their contest. 

Arena Heat 
2018 PG 5’6 G.Meixel Mishawaka 
Greta played strong and physical with the ball whether she was running the point or catching and attacking from the 
wing. Demonstrated an explosive first step with the ability to get to the rim and finish with body control and touch.  Also 
showed to be a confident competitor with good leadership qualities.  

 

 
Flight Strike 
2018 PG 5’9 K.Traylor Martinsville 
Explosive lefty PG that used her athletic ability and skill set to push tempo and break down defenders on both the break 
and in the half court to get to the rim, creating scoring opportunities for herself and teammates. Quick hands and feet 
on the defensive end led to an effective transition game from steals, deflections and turnovers. High D1 commit to 
Purdue 



Flight Thunder  
2018 F 6’2 E.Kiser  Noblesville 
Strong athletic frame that has the mindset to play physical on both ends of the court. Emily continues to improve her 
offensive skill set. While she is comfortable with the ball away from the basket, she is at her best around the basket 
being physical, rebounding and receiving the ball in the low post. D1 prospect with offers 

Get Shook 
2019 W 6’1 S.Nolan  Marquette Catholic 
Size with a very versatile skill set. With a 6’1 athletic frame Sophia is a natural wing but has the ability to operate in the 
post with her size and strength or can step out and hit the 3 as well. Rebounds the ball well and has skill to take the ball 
off the boards  and push it in transition.  D1 prospect with offers. 
 
Hoosier Premier Red 
2017 PG 5’4 K.Stull  John Glenn 
High motor PG that seems to play bigger than her frame. Fearless attacking the rim and does a nice job of finishing 
around bigs with her ability to elevate and create space with athleticism and body control. She makes good decisions 
with the ball, values possessions and understands controlling tempo. 
 

 

Hoosier Premier White 
2020 G 5’7 R.Pate  Penn 
Did a quality job of running the point and making good decisions with the ball. As a youngster she is still growing and 
filling out her frame but plays physical and hard on both ends.  
 
ILGR Burgundy 
2017 F 5’10 R.Hinton Woodlan 
Athletic forward with a strong frame that does a lot of the physical work around the basket. She does a good job of 
checking out and attacking the ball off the rim, along with playing physically for position in the post on both ends. Best 
when working out of the mid to low post area. 

ILGR Purple 
2018 G 5’8 K.Hunt  Elkhart Central 
Krisen has the athletic ability and skill set to create her own shot. She is a take control scorer that has confidence in 
those abilities. She can shoot it from 3 and is adapt at getting to the rim with that athletic ability and solid handles. 
Could use better shot selection at times but we like her willingness to be aggressive and take control. 

ILGR Tan 
2017 G 5’9 T.Steele Crown Point 
A high motor versatile guard that gets after it on both sides of the ball. While she doesn’t shoot the 3 much, she has a 



solid mid-range game and a scraper around the basket. Rebounds very well from the guard spot and displays high bball 
iq. Averaged 14ppg & 7rpg as a junior.   
 

Indy Shock 
2018 G 5’9 A.Adams Franklin Central 
Adams is a smooth shooter that has a good feel for the game. She has a good combination of size, agility, and skill. While 
most suited at the SG with nice shooting touch and ability to handle when needed, she also has the size and ability to 
defend the wing.  

NWI Thunder 
2018 PG 5’5 M.Scheidt Crown Point 
True point guard that has handles, solid decision making and excels as a facilitator. She has the ability to score as well 
when called on with a capable jumper and a skill set to get to the rim. Stays active on defense and active on the boards 
from the point.  
 
MBA Select  
2017 F 5’9 H.Dunn  Tippecanoe Valley 
Undersize 4 with a strong frame that has a skill set on the offensive end to translate to the 3. Good mid-range jumper, 
physical around the basket, rebounds the ball, can handle from the wing and a plus distributor from the forward spot. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 


